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oYou crazE," said Mao. 11 was eilhet s "So gou're our man' lhen"' he said' It was half

slelemenl or a queslion. stølemenl' ha$ queslion'

(John le Carré: Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy) (Josef Skvorecky: The Engineer of Hurnan Souls)

ABSTRACT ... ^1 ^^.--';
Weshowinthi'sptl'perthatthelabetingofsentencernod'olityinGerman,esp'ofquestions

"i". 
,"ri"*rø"i, i, *on ¿¿ffi""¿t Ío'"teá"laneous than for read speech and easier Jor non'

elliptic than for etli'ptic uttirance"' Håue'er, Úâe prosodic marking of sentence modality

i,s morz important in elli'ptic utterances that occur more often in spontaneous speech'

INTRODUCTION
ärtl;.* ;.;t research has been d'one on controlled' read speech (i'e'' non-spontaneous

r;;;h;";;;;;f;rtr, Ñse¡, ""a 'å 
i-._"', littl" wo¡k has been reported on spontaneous speech

(SP) in German. t, tn 
"*p"ìi-ental 

design for the recording of NSP' senl'ence modality'

e.g. question/non-question iö t"¿ ¡lO resiectively)' can be cont¡olled beforehand via the

ca¡eful construction of the ììguistic context, expúcit instructions or simply via punctu-

ation m¿rks. In SP, howevfilãi"n"" mod"lity^h'" to be determined afterwards' using

different criteria - ,yntt"ti",'se*tntic, contexiual' or prosodic; the correspondin-g cues

a,re not always present' ".piti"lly 
becáuse SP-often.tonl'"int elliptic utterances' In this

paper, we will coûcentrate:;tîJ*-ktüof the Q/NQ dichotomv in SP and NSP as well

as in elliptic 
"od 

,ron-"Uiptì" "'ått"""t ÏgLt *-ry!* respectiveþ)' Related work and

ã.p"."'Uf" results for English are reported e'g' in [al'

MATERIÁ'L AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Two pairs of speakers tg f"*ti",l rn*u¡ *tto didn't,know that they were recorded for

;;;.ãi;r"."".'"h f,r¿ td,ofu" áifiurent prãblems in a"blocks world". The experiment was

designed in away il"t."rrrt"Ji" absolotely Sp (short clariflcation dialogs with many

turn takings). The utteran"Cä'ùru tru"rfit"tut"¿ aìd classifled along the lines of a formal

.t.ìr"ììîå,j¿¿ lr. trl. ti* rttt cross-classified main groups were Qs vs NQs and ELs

vs.NELs.Fromthewholematerialthoseutteranceswerechosenforfurtherinvestigation
that met the following "rii"¡r,--,,rmcient 

signal quality and no specific non-syntactic

phenomena ,ike hesitations îi.ì"fr1r"."r*ally"oniy ioood in SP. We chose all Qs, all ELs,

andoutoftheNQsa,llnon-statementsthatmetthecriteria,androughiythesamenum-
be,ofNEl-statements.Aftergmonths,thesame4speakersreadthechosenrrttelances
- their own uttelances ""ã 

irr*u of the partner, given in written form and embedded in

a sufficiently large contexì' Retording iotditiont were comparable to a quiet ofice en-

vironment. The 1329 utt"ìtnt"' 1^ppiox 30 minutes- of speech' I 13 SP' Zl3 NSP) were

digitized with 12 Bit ,"i'iO'kirì '.i'lr" nr-b", of the foür main sentence types is the

following (in parenthesis, ÑËit7ËLtl' O": 566- (,3^32l23a)' statements: 623 (2661357)'

commands: 128 (108/20j,:;åiuã'tià""' rzig/i); i'ó NQs in total: 763 (383/380)'

Using three different l'O aíforithrns, a F0 contou¡ was computed and corrected manually

to obtain a reference .or,i'o'*. From the corrected F0 contour the foliowing features were
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extracted: Onset, oflset, maximum, minimum, range, mean, standard deviation, and re-
gression coefficient. These features were normalized with respect to the average F0 value
of the utteralce. A perception experiment was performed whe¡e 10 naive l.isteners had to
classify each utterance as Q or NQ. For more details, cf. [2] and [3].

CLASSIFICATION OF NQs VS. Qs
The classification problem was already mentioned in the introduction. We assume that
for ELs, the prosodic marking is more important than for NELs, because other features
such as e.g. word order are missing. This assumption is reasonable but as far as we can
see it has up to now not been verified for German. It would, horvever, almost be a sort of
"self-fulfilling prophecy" ifthe object ofinvestigation (prosodic marking) is used as crucial
criterion for the classifrcation. There is no s.imple way out of this "cÌassiflcation paradox".
We decided the¡efo¡e to use three different classification procedures:

1. Linguistic classification, where the sentences were classifred according to a for-
mal syntactic model by a,n expert rvho listened to the utterances as rvell (formal
classiflcation without contextual knowledge).

2. Perceptual classification, where a group of naive listeners had to determine
the sentence modality of the utterances presented in isolation ("out of the blue"-
sentences),

3. Context classification, where the sentences were classifled by another expert with
the help of contextual features (content criteria and dialog structure, e.g., what
does the speaker know, what is the reaction of the listener, etc.) and with the help
of syntactic features, but without listening to the utterances, i.e. without prosodic
knowledge (functional classification).

The context classiflcation was conducted for the SP part ofthe materiaJ; their NSP coun-
terpârts could be grouped automatically into the same class because they were embedded
into the same context. We established four classes, NQs and three Q classes:

1. NQs: All utterances that are not followed by an ansrver, a confirmation, etc.; it is
obvious that the speaker is in possession of the information at stake but not the
partner.

2. possible Qs (Qposs): Utterances lollowed by an answer; the context shows tlìat
both speaker and paltner are in possession of the information at stake. The context
and/or lexical information (e.g. modal particles) give no clues whether the speaker
is confrdent about that what he/she says or not. Quite often the speaker is simply
paraphrasing something the partner has said just shortly before.

3. probable Qs (Q¡rroö): Utterances followed by an answer, but not clear-cut Qs;
the context shows that, in contrast to Qposs, the speaker obviously does not know
whetlier he is right or wrong, but the partner does. Often, the speaker uses a

modifying particle, e.g. uielleicht (perhaps).

4, Qs: clear-cut questions, i.e. utterances followed by an answer, etc., mostly rvith an
agreement of contextual and grammatical criteria (e.g. WH-questions). It is obvious
from the corìtext tha,t the information needed by the speaker is in possession of the
partner but not of the speaker'.

The following example can illustlate both Qposs and QproÒ: speaker: "The green block is
on the red one." partner: "Yes, that is right.". Depending on the diffelent contextual
information, cf. above, the fir'st sentence is assigned eithel to Qposs or to Qproå. With only
syntactic information, the first sentence lìad to be classified as a cLear-cut statement. The
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¡eaction ofthe partner makes it possible that the first utterance could be a declarative Q.
Without prosodic and/or contextual information, the conflict cannot be solved, because
almost any statement can be followed by a confirmation or by a negation.

RESULTS A,ND DISCUSSION
As for the context classifrcation, a systematic diference between ELs and NELs can be
seen in figure 1 fo¡ SP. Note tha,t the classification for the NSP counterparts is identical,
cf, above: in the clear-cut categories NQs and esp, in Qs, there are more NELs than ELs.

It is the other way round in the two other categories (approx. 25% of the cases); i.e. ELs

are reaJly less clear-cut than NELs.

In figure 2 and 3, the height of the F0 offset in semitones (st) subtracted by the F0
mean of the utterance as the most stable prosodic feature indicating the Q/NQ-dichotomy,
is plotted for the fou¡ context categories. For NSP (figure 3), there is a.lmost a linear
relationship between offset and Q-proneness: the more Q-prone, the higher the ofset.
There is, however, no difference in SP between ELs and NELs for NQs; for Qs in SP (figure
2), the offset is markedly higher in ELs than in NELs.

In figure 4, the perception results are compared with the context ciassification; as almost no
difference couid be noticed between 5P and NSP, they are plotted together. The ordinate
shows the frequency of the cases, the abscissa perceived NQs and Qs for the four context
classes. A perceived NQ is defined if less than five out of the ten lìsteners classified an
utterance as Q; the other cases are classified as Q. In approx. 5% ofthe cases, cf. the sma,ll
bars for NQ and Q, the¡e is disagreement between context and perceptual classifrcation
due to an inherent difÊculty in the context classification and/or an equivocal prosodic
ma¡king of the utterances; for details, cf. [3].

Figure 5 and 6 put the F0 offset in relation to the perception experiment. The abscissa
shows the numbe¡ of listeners that categorized an utterance as Q, the ordinate shows -
analogously to figure 2 and 3 - the average of the height of the F0 offset in semitones (st)
in relation to the F0 mean of the utterance. There were not many scores in the region
between 2 and 8 and extreme va,lues would have a distorting influence on the mean of the
offset. This region is therefore combined and projected onto the value 5. For ELs, there is a
linear relationship between F0 offset and Q-score: the higher the offset, the more listeners
cla¡sified the utterances as Qs. The linearity is more pronounced for NSPs (figure 6) than
for SPs (figure 5), and for SPs, the offset is markedly higher in the rightmost region, i.e.
for Qs. For NELs, this relationship is much less clear. Obviously, Q-proneness is marked
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much more with prosodic means in ELs than in NELs.

FINAL REMÄRKS
Coming back to the first part of the title of this paper, it is now clear why sentence modality
in SP is more difficult to classify than in NSP: even if the Q/NQ-dichotomy holds for most
of the utterances, one should say goodbye to a straightforward and clearcut dichotomy.
In quite a number of cases (approx. 20T0, cf.Qposs and Qproó in figure 1 and figure 4),
contextual and prosodic features point towards a category in between Qs and NQs that is

illustrated in the two quotations above: sometimes, the category can not be decided upon
(Ie Carré, Qposs), sometimes, it is really just something in between (Skvorecky, Qproó)'
That holds especially for ELs. Note that ELs do occur much more often in SP than in NSP;

in our material, however, both are strictly parallelized. In real life, this difference will thus
show up even mote clearly. There was no pronounced difference between NSP and 5P,
although N5P behaved more regularly. There is, however, throughout a difference between
ELs and NELs: sentence modality in ELs is mo¡e often marked by prosodic means' This
fact corroborates the second part of our title: as ELs do occur quite often in SP, prosody
will be needed much more in automatic speech recognition - if one really wants to deal

with 5P.
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